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BOHEMIAN

"Shave Yourself"

I have already convinced over a million men that a daily habit of shaving with anything is a habit that every self-respecting man should acquire. I have taught them that the "Gillette" shaving way is the only way to save time and money.—to maintain an un

After the reception, some of the guests stayed to an informal dance.

FOWNES

mean right gloves—so buy Fownes and save trouble.

THE ONE INFERNAL IT

With Humphreys it’s a way to grow, With Blaine a large beyond,

With Bartlett its a method of Ripening an asset,

Whatever be the form it takes, There’s one feature it has,

We all of us are searchers for A cure the Eternal It,
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"The Girls are Ford of These"

(Continued from page 1)

BOHEMIAN

every Mrs. William Barton Rogers, Miss Henry P. Talbot, Mrs. Allen B. Cox, Mrs. Harry Goodwin, Mrs. Stanley McCord. On the other side of the room Miss Helen McLaughlin 1895, and Miss Rebecca Hall Thompson 1900, poured tea.

Some of the hits.
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